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MGM Grand Marks Major Milestone in "Grand Renovation" with
Completion of $160 Million Room and Suite Remodel

9/27/2012

LAS VEGAS, Sept. 27, 2012 /PRNewswire/ -- MGM Grand, Las Vegas' ultimate entertainment destination, announced
today the completion of its $160 million room and suite remodel in the hotel's main tower, marking a major
milestone in the resort's "Grand Renovation."

(Photo: http://photos.prnewswire.com/prnh/20120927/LA82121)

The remodel, which began in October 2011, includes 3,570 Grand King and Queen guest rooms and 642 suites of
varying types including the stunning Skyline Terrace and Skyline Marquee Suites.

"Our newly redesigned accommodations set the stage for an incredible experience at MGM Grand and the positive
response we've been receiving from our guests is extraordinary," said Scott Sibella, president and COO of MGM
Grand. "MGM Grand is home to The Strip's finest entertainment and dining options; these stunning new rooms and
suites complete the Las Vegas resort experience."

Created by the talented team at MGM Resorts International Design, the remodeled Grand King and Grand Queen
guest rooms showcase a stylish combination of interior finishes and accents, creating a modern sensibility with an
inviting ambiance. For guests seeking additional space for entertaining and relaxing, a variety of newly redesigned
one and two-bedroom suites are available, several of which feature expansive outdoor terraces with sweeping
views of the famed Las Vegas Strip.

In keeping with MGM Grand's commitment to sustainability, the newly remodeled rooms and suites incorporate
environmentally responsible elements including LED lighting; improved thermostats and solar shades to better
manage temperature and guest comfort; upgraded faucets and showers; and bath amenities that are 100 percent
biodegradable.
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MGM Grand also recently announced the STAY WELL collection featuring 42 rooms and suites designed for guests
looking to take their wellness lifestyle "on the road" when traveling. Each room will include more than a dozen
features designed to enhance and improve the hotel experience from wake-up light therapy that reverses jetlag to
shower water infused with Vitamin C to promote healthy hair and skin. The rooms are available for reservation now
and will be ready for guests in late October.

MGM Grand's evolution continues into 2013 with the highly anticipated opening of Hakkasan Las Vegas Restaurant
and Nightclub, an upscale dining experience combined with multiple nightlife components from Angel Management
Group, one of Las Vegas' preeminent nightclub operators. Located where the iconic Studio 54 stood for 14 years, the
venue will deliver an innovative concept evolving beyond Hakkasan's original restaurant model, incorporating the
best of dining and nightlife to create an unimaginable experience that will revolutionize the Las Vegas market.
Hakkasan is scheduled to open spring 2013.

For the latest news and announcements from MGM Grand, please visit TheGrandRenovation.com or follow on
Facebook and Twitter.

Please visit bit.ly/Pq4Akw for additional information and high resolution images.

About MGM Grand

MGM Grand, a AAA Four Diamond resort, provides the ultimate Vegas experience.  A variety of newly
remodeled luxurious suites and standard accommodations serve every need while guests discover signature dining
by celebrity chefs including Tom Colicchio's Craftsteak, Wolfgang Puck's Bar & Grill and AAA Five Diamond and
Michelin three star restaurant, Joel Robuchon; world-class entertainment at the Grand Garden Arena; the
astonishing KA by Cirque du Soleil; Brad Garrett's Comedy Club; Hakkasan, a new upscale dining/nightlife concept
(spring 2013); a pampering spa and salon; and an elaborate 380,000-square-foot, non-smoking conference center.
MGM Grand is a wholly owned subsidiary of MGM Resorts International (NYSE: MGM). 

SOURCE MGM Grand

For further information: Stacy Hamilton, MGM Resorts International Public Relations, +1-702-891-1818,
shamilton@mgmresorts.com
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